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(Based on work done between 1982 and 1991, but not all has been published)
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General model of sound reflection
Reflector
S
∆L  =  Lrefl - Ldir =  ∆La + ∆Lm + ∆Lk + ∆Ls (dB)
attenuation from a: distance
m: absorption (material)
k: curvature
s: reflector size
3
Characteristic distance, a*
amax / amin
(The harmonic average)1/a*  =  (1/a1 + 1/a2) / 2
a* = 2 a1 a2 / (a1 + a2) 
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Curved reflectors
plane convex concave
References:
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Geometrical analysis
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Attenuation due to curvature
R > 0 (convex)
R < 0 (concave)
R < 0 (concave)
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Measurement set-up using TDS technique
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9Comparing measured and calculated results
Comments to results on curved reflectors
• Satisfactory agreement between measurements 
and theoretical model, 
• but diffraction effects are seen as fluctuations in 
the case of R = - 0.5 m
• so, the finite size should also be taken into 
account
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Finite size single reflectors
Reflector
S
References:
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Babinet’s Principle
a) b)
=
Reflection from a surface (a) 
is equivalent to transmission through an aperture (b) 
with same size and shape, surrounded by a rigid baffle
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Kirchhoff-Fresnel approximation
Coordinate system has Origo in the point of geometrical reflection
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Transformation of variables
Rectangular aperture
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Cornu’s spiral
( ) zzvS v dsin)(
0
2
2∫= π( ) zzvC v dcos)( 0 22∫= πThe Fresnel integrals:
Result for an infinite large 
surface:
This is taken as the reference 
for the attenuation due to size
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Rectangular reflector
( )21log10 KKLs =∆
Deviation from geometrical acoustics:
( ) ( )( )212212211 )()()()( uSuSuCuCK −+−= (Two orthogonal sections)
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Rectangular reflector
Low freq.            ? High freq.
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Attenuation due to size – simplified model
Frequency
Design frequency:
c = 344 m/s is speed of sound
a* is characteristic distance
S  is area of reflector
θ is angle of incidenceθcos2
*
S
acfg =
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Measurements using pulse gating technique
22 mm hardboard, 0.6 m * 0.6 m, a1 = 6.0 m, a2 = 4.0 m, θ = 0°
Theory
Design frequency, fg
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Comment to first results on single reflectors
• A design frequency was derived from the theory and 
confirmed by the measurements
• However, this new design frequency is one octave lower 
than that previously suggested by L. Cremer (1953)
• Cremer agreed that the new design frequency is correct 
in his last conference paper at ICA 1989
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Measurement results
21
Angle of incidence = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 3.0 m
Frequency, Hz
theory
measurement
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Angle of incidence = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 3.0 m
Frequency, Hz
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Angle of incidence = 0°, a1 = 4.0 m, a2 = 2.4 m
Frequency, Hz
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Rotation of reflector
- to demonstrate that the theoretical model is orthogonal
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Rotation 30° Angle of incidence = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 3.0 m
Frequency, Hz
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Reflector array
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Reflector array
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High frequencies:
One plate dominates
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Middle frequencies:
Several plates contribute, 
but out of phase
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Low frequencies:
All plates contribute, and 
add almost in phase
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Measurement results
32
Plate dimensions: 0.23 m * 0.20 m, θ = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 2.0 m
theory
measurement
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Plate dimensions: 0.23 m * 0.20 m, θ = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 2.0 m
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Plate dimensions: 0.23 m * 0.20 m, θ = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 2.0 m
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Plate dimensions: 0.23 m * 0.20 m, θ = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 2.0 m
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Plate dimensions: 0.23 m * 0.20 m, θ = 30°, a1 = 3.0 m, a2 = 2.0 m
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Reflector array - Parameter study
Best position Worst position (near centre)
Panel size: 1.8 m * 1.8 m, angle of incidence = 45°, a1 = a2 = 7.1 m
Density of array: µ = 50%
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Reflector array - Parameter study
Best position Worst position (near centre)
Panel size: 1.8 m * 1.8 m, angle of incidence = 45°, a1 = a2 = 7.1 m
Density of array: µ = 25%
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Reflector array - Parameter study
Best position Worst position (near centre)
Panel size: 1.8 m * 1.8 m, angle of incidence = 45°, a1 = a2 = 7.1 m
Density of array: µ = 12.5%
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Reflector array - Parameter study
Best position Worst position (near centre)
Design 
frequency
Panel size: 1.8 m * 1.8 m, angle of incidence = 45°, a1 = a2 = 7.1 m
One single plate, only
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Reflector array – A design guide
∆L s =  20 log µ (dB) θcos2
*
S
acfg =
Useful region
Frequency
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Design guide compared to best position
Useful region
fg,total fg
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Design guide compared to worst position
Useful region
fgfg,total
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Conclusion
• The same design frequency can be used for 
single reflectors and reflector arrays, but with 
opposite meaning:
• The useful range for single a reflector is above
the design frequency
– i.e. reflectors should be large
• The useful range for a reflector array is below
the design frequency
– i.e. reflectors in the array should be small
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Example of application
• Danish Radio Concert Hall
– Originally from 1945, but refurbished 1989 in order to 
improve the acoustic conditions for the musicians on 
stage
• Large reflectors introduced on the side walls of 
the stage
• New suspended reflector array with many small 
plates, slightly bent to avoid gaps between rows 
of reflectors
1991: Design of New Ceiling Reflectors for Improved Ensemble in a Concert Hall. 
Applied Acoustics 34, pp. 7-17.
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